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Abstract

With the incidence of COVID 19 rapid spread and huge mortality rate vaccines were developed against
the primary strain of the virus. At most care and multiple measures were taken to make every
individual vaccinated ad immune towards the virus. However this could not be the final solution as he
virus evolved further to provide additional infections by strain variation and vaccine resistant. Several
variants of Corona virus evolved which includes alpha, beta, gamma, delta and omicron all of which
has a diverse pathological effects but a very high spread rate. Omicron is a new variant of corona virus
that was first reported in November 2021 and is highly immunogenic. It is rapid in spreading when
compared to previous variants. Its incubation period is 6 days and exhibits early symptoms. omicron
affects the immune system of an infected person and makes the body a hub for several other heart
ailments. Further the current day vaccines against COVID 19 failed to prevent the infection by omicron
variant, however, it is expected to minimize the pathogenic influence on the vaccinated host. The
present research aimed to screen and compare the proteome of the Omicron variant and the wild strain
of COVID, also identify the variable proteins which may be the cause of vaccine resistance. Further, a
deep proteomic analysis is to be performed to identify and propose a suitable peptide vaccine against
the omicron variant of SARS Corona virus.
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Introduction

COVID 19 has ceased a havoc or the years 2019 and 2020. It was a multi variant and multiple times
spread of the infections that people faced in various times. The highest concern was the spread of
infection even to the pre vaccinated individuals owing to its strain and variants that have resistance to
the vaccine and can cause reinfection [5]. There were several variants of COVID 19 which may be
Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Delta and Omicron. All the variants were a little variable n the type of infection
they cause and the symptoms in spite of their parent organism being same. Alpha variant was reported
in May 2020 that has a rapid spread of the infection [2]. Beta variant was identified in August 2020
from South Africa, with a similar spreading ability and also shown to possess resistant against some
vaccinations. The third variant Gamma was reported first in Brazil by November 2020 with
comparatively high spread rate and low prevention with Vaccines, India in October 2020 experienced
the infections by Delta variant with very high rate of spread and the symptoms were found to be highly
variable with very low protection rate from Vaccination. The final variant observed was the Omicron
type which started in November 2021 in several countries and
The Omicron variant spreads more easily than earlier variants of the virus that cause COVID-19,
including the Delta variant [7]. CDC expects that anyone with Omicron infection, regardless of
vaccination status or whether or not they have symptoms, can spread the virus to others. Symptoms of
Persons infected with the Omicron variant can present with symptoms similar to previous variants [13].
The presence and severity of symptoms can be affected by COVID-19 vaccination status, the presence
of other health conditions, age, and history of prior infection. Studies have also found that the Omicron
variant has a shorter incubation period, compared to other variants. For the Omicron variant, the
incubation period is 2 to 4 days. The most common symptoms of the new COVID Variant “Omicron”
are fever, cough, tiredness, and loss of taste or smell. Less common symptoms for the new COVID
Variant “Omicron” are sore throat, headache, aches, pains, diarrhea, a rash on the skin, discoloration of
fingers or toes, or irritated eyes [10]. With this high variability in symptoms the diagnosis and proper
medication is a challenging task. The current work aims to annotate the complete proteome of the new
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variant with the focus on identification of pathogenic protein which shows no similarity with the
previous strains and thus vaccine resistant.

Materials and Methods

Collection of all proteins of SARS corona virus variant Omicron from NCBI [3]:
NCBI is a premier website and a master data base hat has redundant collection if biological data which
includes genes, proteins, SNP, Journals, Article etc along with their required annotations. Being the
major and Primary data bases all the researchers would have a primary priority fr submission of Ge
and protein data to this data base for their recognition and identity. Each data in the data base is
provided a unique code for access and its universal usage. Thus Omicron of Corona Virus being a new
organism a huge attention was given for its gene and protein sequencing followed by data submission
to NCBI. Thus to obtain the gene and protein related data of this strain NCBI is a best option and thus
used for collection of Genetic information about the strain. NCBI is a free and public library for this
kind of data.
All the proteins of the Omicron variant were collected from NCBI protein data base with collection
restricted to only non redundant data. All the proteins of Omicron variant were collected with their
basic annotations.
Foreign Protein Identification
Based on all the proteins collected, each was separately submitted for BLAST P analysis for its
comparison to Human proteome to derive their degree of convergence to human proteins. All the
protein which share identity at least by 35% are said to be similar and would not be capable of causing
an infection or disease n the human host. However the proteins that share no or less than 35% identity
would ac as a foreign pathogen and lead to an excited immune response and disease. All the proteins
of Omicron were subjected for BLAST P [8] analysis to human proteome and pathogenic protein
cluster was gathered.
Identification of Antigenic propensity of proteins:
Once the antigenic proteins were identified and selected they are subjected for further screening to
identify the exact antigenic region with its degree of antigenicity called propensity using PVS [11]. All
the proteins were screened to obtain a list of peptides (regions within the protein) with high antigenic
propensity based on the peaks provided by the graph. This forms the basis of Peptide Vaccine
prediction. This server performs the accurate calculation of sequence variability with multiple
sequence alignment with the use of some variability matrices.
EMBOSS [4] antigenic analysis:
It is an open source software, an analysis package capable of predicting potentially antigenic regions of
user entered protein sequences along with their scoring patterns and comparison. In addition to PVS
this site would locate the exact antigenic site capable of eliciting an immune response and binding to
an antibody. The tool accepts the input either as a FASTA sequence or the accession number.
VAXIJEN [1] analysis:
It is another approach for the prediction of antigen independent of alignment unlike any other previous
tools. However it work on the principle of Autocross co variance ACC transformation of protein
sequences. It classifies the antigens purely based on the physicochemical properties. Thus an add on to
the previous methodologies of antigenic region prediction.
Prediction of Transmembrane regions of Protein [6]:
Prior to the selection of a protein region as antigenic it has to be considered that the region falls in the
exterior of the structure and should not be a trans membrane regions as they are comparatively in
accessible. The tool TMHMM provides a pictographic representation of outliner regions, internal as
well as ransmembrane regions in a given protein sequence.
NET CTL analysis:
Once the antigenic sites have been identified it becomes one of the top priorities to screen them for the
presence of T cell epitopic regions that are involved in sensitizing the T cells and production of an
immune response. NetCTL 1.2 predicts the CTL epitopes in protein sequence [9]. It predicts the MHC
Class 1 binding to 12 MHC super types which includes A26 and B39.
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3D structure development of Vaccine peptide:
Once the final list of peptides is selected to be the vaccine candidates, their 3D structure development
is the final protocol. For this purpose several software applications are available. The current research
utilized Argus lab [12] for structure development.

Results and Discussion
Sequence retrieval of omicron protein using NCBI database:
A total of 21 proteins were collected from Omicron variant which were screened for Foreign protein
identification in comparison to human proteome. All the 28 proteins collected were subjected for
BLASTP comparison to humans. Among all the screened ones only one protein intimin omicron was
antigenic to human proteome. This was further subjected for screening.
Antigenic peptide prediction based on Protein Variability Server (PVS):
Fig 1: The below Graph shows the antigenic sites present in the Intimin protein

Inference: The above result of PVS shows that the peptide falling in the regions above 900 bp is
showing a high degree of antigenecity. This can further be tested. Antgenic propensiy of highest
antigenic peak (peptide) is approxmetely : 1.25

Fig 2: The result of EMBOSS antigenic for INTIMIN:

Inference: The above result of EMBOSS ANTIGENIC shows that the region 931-936 is highly
anigenic with the pattern NYAYAV has the score 1.233. This can be the preferred peptide vaccine
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Overall Prediction by TMHMM for the Protective Antigen was found to be
ANTIGEN ). Thus TMHMM states the protein to be antigenic.

0.6851 ( Probable

Inference: From the results of TMHMM it can be observed that the selected protein exhibits high
antigenic propensity, thus has potential in eliciting an immune response in the host.
Fig 3: Prediction of trans membrane helices in a protein using TMHMM

Inference: From the above TMHMM result it can be observed that protien has a trans membrane
region from 20 to 39. And the region falling inside the membrane include 1to 19. The region that falls
out side includes 40 to 939, thus indicating the selected peptide to be extracellular in region.
Fig 4: Prediction of CTL Epitops in protein sequences using net CTL server

Inference: The above results show that a total of 32 CTL epitopes were predicted and the region
selected for the vaccine development also falls in the region of CTL epitope as shown in the fig 4
adding to its immunogenecity.
Fig 6: 3D structure of the selected peptide in Argus lab:
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Inference: The above structure shows the 3D design of the selected peptide. The above 3D structure of
the peptide can further be used for the production of vaccine.

Conclusion

The current work was aimed to design a suitable peptide vaccine to the omicron variant of SARS
Corona virus. For this the pathogenic protein of omicron was selected. Out of the 28 proteins screened
protein that was foreign and pathogenic was intimin of omicron. Initially 28 protein sequences of
Omicron were collected from NCBI which were screened for foreigness identification using BLASTP
against homo sapiens proteome. The results indicated only 1 protein to be foreign to humans which was
identified as intimin. This protein was further analyzed in detail to develop a potential peptide vaccine
of the protein. PVS was used to calculate the antigenic propensity of the protein whose results reveled
it to be 1.25. For further analysis emboss and vaxijen tools were used to predict antigenic site and
antigenic region. Using the Net CTL server the final peptide selected for the peptide vaccine
development is LKKTFVMLSAGLGLFFYVNQ (20 to 39). The 3D structure of the peptide was
constructed in Argus lab. This can be further synthesized in laboratory and tested for its efficacy in
animals.
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